
Storrington & District Museum
Preserving Yesterday for Tomorrow

NEW AMALGAMATION ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE MUSEUM

As many people will be aware, it has been suggested that the committees for the Museum and The Friends
should amalgamate. At the moment, a draft constitution (based on the Friends' constitution and that of the
Museum) is being considered by both committees. Once the wording for the Constitution has been agreed,
it will be submitted to the Charity Commissioners for their approval.
When the consent of the Charity Commissioners has been received, a Special General Meeting will be
called to consider the amalgamation and constitution. The Friends, Museum members and all interested
parties will receive notice of the meeting and be invited to attend.
The time scale for these events is a little hard to judge but we would hope to have some further information
by the time of the Friends' AGM in April.

Restoring 'Little Boltons, '
Church Street, Storrington.

Have you ever heard the expression, 'the dust of
ages?' When you open up the walls and floors of a
house as old as 'Little Boltons' you get to touch the
dust of ages, or I should say, you get to be touched by
the dust of ages. As this dust cascades over you it's
almost as though it wasn't fully part of this world at
all; soft, light as a feather and as black as night. The
powderest of all powders, it falls on your skin and
flows off you like a ghostly black fluid and is gone! It
leaves only the faintest of trace that it ever came into
contact with you at all.
Readers who have passed along Church Street,
Storrington, during the last nine months, may be
aware that 'Little Boltons', that is, the house between
'The Olde Forge' restaurant and the adjoining shop, ,
Louisa Austin', is currently undergoing restoration.
Like so many older houses in Sussex, Little Boltons is
a building that has developed and evolved over many

centuries. The brick face of the property, which is
largely a Georgian feature, hides a series of timber-
framed buildings that date from different periods.
When an earlier survey of the property was
undertaken, for the purposes of listing the building,
the brick facing and the 19th century interior
plasterwork were concealing key features of the
building. This interior and exterior 'masking' led the
surveyors to come to some easily made, but .quite
erroneous conclusions about the history and type of
construction they were assessing. Given the number
of properties that had to be covered and the limited
time available it is not surprising that some errors of
this kind were made.
In the notes attached to the listing they stated that the
oldest part of the building was the middle section of
the house and put this construction at about 1550.
They stated that this section, " has been added on the



right (looked at from the front) a shop downstairs and a bedroom upstairs"
( W.E. and H.M. Lacey 1973); the ongoing restoration work has revealed, however, that this assessment
was wrong and, if anything, quite the reverse is true.

Most recently Mrs Mavis Wills, who, I understand, had married into the Wills 'cigarette' family of 'Wills
Whiff fame, owned 'Little Boltons'. I have been told that Mrs Wills was known to claim that her home was,
"the oldest house in Storrington!" The stripping out of the rotten, interior lath and plaster along with the
wooden cladding has revealed that from the large inglenook through to the end of the shop was once a
classic example of a four bay medieval 'open hall.' This part of the building dates back, at least, to the latter
part of the 14 th century. As you probably will be aware, an 'open hall' construction means that, at the time
the structure was built, there was no first floor. It would be interesting to know where Mrs Wills acquired
the information to support her assertion, but it does, at least, now seem that there could be some validity to
her claim after all.

The large and impressive inglenook, which backs onto the shop, is not an original feature. This space
occupied by this fireplace and its chimney was once the fourth "smoke bay" of the medieval hall. This bay
consists of two vertical wattle and daub walls, of the traditional cow dung, clay and straw variety -
incidentally, a mi~ture that can now be purchased ready mixed, pasteurised and presented in large plastic
pots! The space between these walls, 3 1/2 feet wide, was once open to the sky and was constructed for the
purpose of allowing the smoke to escape from the domestic, floor level hearth of the old hall. The inner
face of these original walls is still in a heavily sooted state, in fact, exactly in the same state they were in
when the inglenook and chimney were constructed between them.

The new inglenook was built to open away from the medieval hall into the later, second timber framed
building. It is likely that at the time of this work, probably after 1500, the remainder of the open hall took
on a commercial function, and marked, perhaps, the commencement of butchering and slaughtering on the
site. This trade went on into the late 1970's when the Seldon family, who had a very long association with
the property, sold the old slaughterhouse - now Bax Cottage, the shop and Little Boltons.
The addition of a second timber framed building would probably have provided the residential
accommodation that accompanied the commercial activity that is indicated in the remainder of the older
open hall structure. It is not certain that this second structure was constructed with a first floor. An original
remnant of a first floor that was fitted to this part of the house is now confined to one middle bedroom and
is a listed feature. This floor is made of 18 inch wide oak floorboards and must be one of the oldest
remaining examples, in Sussex, of a planked first floor in a timber framed house. When the Victorian lath
and plaster ceiling beneath this bedroom was removed it could be seen that the wide boarded floor once
formed the ceiling of the room below, as it was evident that its underside had been lime washed for many
years. The removal of the lath and plaster cladding to the interior walls also revealed a medieval window
complete with its vertical wooden bars and the remnant of a night board; these features have been carefully
preserved.
(See photo)
Although the ground and first floors of the second building were organised along traditional lines, the roof
space also shows clear signs of occupation. The fust clue to this occupation is a window, now situated in



the middle of the roof, but once forming part of a south facing gable end. The second clue to the pattern of
occupation was the remains of a closely boarded oak floor. It was assumed that this floor had been carried
up from other parts of the house when it had been re -floored, but further investigation revealed that this
was not the case. Anyone who has experienced the wind whistling through a traditional, unfelted clay tiled
roof would rightly challenge the assertion that such a space could ever have been occupied, even by the
most hardy of our predecessors. How then was such occupation possible?

The answer may be reeds! The type of reeds used in superior thatching, are to be found in the general
construction of several old buildings in Storrington. Ron Ham pointed out, from photographs he has of the
restoration of Ham and Knight's premises in West Street, how reeds were used under the roof tiles and then
were plastered over. Incidentally, the first and original 19th century ceiling in Louisa Austin's shop, hidden
beneath the existing ceiling, was constructed in not a dissimilar manner.

Careful measurement
and drawing of the
whole structure by the
restoration proj ect' s
architect, David
Vinneycombe, revealed
that, in the part of the
house adjoining the old
forge, there is a missing
3 1/2 feet to the building.
This additional structure
may well contain the
rumoured third staircase
and it would appear that
there is also a second
inglenook associated
with this feature. This

small addition to the
property seems to be have
been built at the same time
as the building was being
faced with brick, a task
which was begun
sometime around 1800.
The brick facing of the
building did not originally
extend across its whole
frontage; this work was
not completed until 1852 -
as recorded In the
brickwork itself. " Met
1852." At that time the
area that is now the shop
received its brick frontage
and it was an easy step for

later generations to assume that what was being recorded was the construction of the shop with the room
above.

For several hundred years the building functioned on four levels as the cellars served as a basement and
this area was very much part of the occupied space of the house. The basement had its own well,
windows and plastered ceilings. Its use was probably associated with aspects of food preparation, but not
cooking; judging by the number of ceiling hooks, the space was particularly devoted to the preparation,
hanging and preservation of meat. Incidentally another well was dug for the washhouse, which is situated
in the garden and joined to the old slaughterhouse. This building is still complete with all its traditional



washing equipment which includes a large working 'copper', a three geared well winding mechanism and, of
course, a deluxe, state of the art mangle with its own gearing system! All of this equipment is of 'industrial'
quality as befits a premises that would have had to wash many blood stained items each week.

One final feature of the house, which is hidden from the front of the building, is the large 'out shut', which
runs along the whole rear of the building. This out shut is a sort of lean-to which extends the roof down to
ground floor height. It would appear that the area created by this development was part of the work space
associated with the butchering activity and had the advantage of bringing the access to the working areas
contained in the cellars into the building. This large roof area brings its own challenges for the future. Just as
with the low petrol prices of the pre -1970's fuel crisis we are rapidly going to put behind us an era when
heating costs are relatively low and affordable.

In fact, the. Installation of firebreaks, thermal and sound insulation has mainly been completed on the
ground floor of 'Little Boltons'. The effect is overwhelming. Sitting in the room adjacent to Louisa Austin's
brings home to you just what can be achieved with all round thermal insulation

When working within the regulations for development to listed buildings it can be quite amusing to observe
the liberties that previous generations have taken with the structure. Three ancient replacement oak beams,
specially imported from a barn demolition in France, have been inserted into the structure to replace those
that had been cut out. It is also quite remarkable that much of the major remedial work that has been
undertaken is actually being repeated for a second or third time. A good example of this repetition is the
additional extra joists to level floors that have sagged over the years; the residents of Mrs Will's retirement
home never knew how close they came to catastrophe every time they bathed in her cast iron and enamel
bath! There were only millimetres in it!

Few artefacts were found in the building other than 'clipped' medieval coins; given the previous attention the
building had received it is likely that any major finds would have been made by previous generations of
builders such as W. Vincent and W. Charman who inscribed their names in 1901 when refurbishing the
outshut.

The aim of the restoration of Little Boltons is to restore, preserve and display the principal elements of the
building's original structure, to reorganise the accommodation as a family home, refurbished to modem
standards and to enable the building to support modem living, on four levels, until the next of its restorations
and development is due.

According to Greg Southwell, who worked on the project for many months, 'with restoration you get to touch
every inch of the building at least once!' He should know as he removed the 'Dust of Ages' from practically
every crevice of the building.



Helen Whittle's excellent article in our "Famous Residents" series prompted some further research on the part
of the Editors.
Maud has twice been mentioned in previous editions of "Times Past". In our 7ili issue,in "Three Graves in
Storrington", she is shown more as a friend of the "rebel priest"- George Tyrrell - than what she actually was -
a fervent supporter of the Modernist movement in the Catholic Church.
The late Charles Frewer ( in Issue No.9) told us how, when he was recovering from being buried alive in an
air raid in 1940, Maud, then 77 years old, made the journey to London especially to comfort him.
Her close connections with the Howards - the Dukes of Norfolk etc,- meant that she had a mixed bag of
famous and infamous antecedents including Edward Petre, a Jesuit priest who, after being imprisoned for his
alleged part in Titus Oates' invented "Popish Plot" J took revenge when serving James 2nd, where he was
regarded as James' "evil genius".
One of Maud's last acts, according to Florence Greenfield, was to form a branch of the Labour Party in
Storrington. Can anyone confirm this?
Finally, Maud's surname is pronounced "Peter".

STORRINGTON TRANSPORT IN QUIETER TIMES
by

Joan Ham

Have you tried to carry on a conversation in
Storrington High Street recently? Almost impossible!
The continuous traffic noise and HGV's make a visit
to the centre of our village something to be completed
as quickly as possible, in order to get away from it all.
As a village, it wasn't always like this but it could
have been worse - we could have had a railway
station at the top of School Hill and trains serving the
cross-country routes. A line was actually surveyed at
the height of railway building and would have entered
the village by way of the site of Rydon School, but
the various landowners proved a stumbling block that
could not be overcome. Perhaps if it had come about
Dr. Beeching would have seen the end of it anyway!
There was certainly a beer-house, grandly called
Railway Inn on School Hill, opened by a hopeful
landlord, but this did not survive either.

Country people usually walked everywhere, often
very long distances, and accepted it as their way of
life. Children from outlying cottages, farms and
hamlets walked to the village school, and if they got
wet through in the morning, could not go back in the
afternoon for lack of dry clothes and boots. The
carrier's cart would take up a passenger or two for
rare trips to Worthing. Horses for riding or pulling
vehicles of all kinds were the main means of transport
right up to WWI. Mr George Mant, the solicitor,
owned a hansom which was very noteworthy in

Storrington at the time. His grandson, Charles Mant
was driven to his christening in it during the last
decade of the 19th century. People in the big houses,
doctors, the local clergy, other professional people,
farmers and the more important tradesmen had
carriages and carts of various kinds.
Most roads were little more than well-used tracks,
even the turnpikes started in the previous century
were not real hard roads, but merely a way made
between villages and towns. Some hardening was
done with flints from the Downs which were dumped
in heaps by the roadside and broken up with hammers
by "rough men" wearing sacking aprons and wire
gauze spectacles to protect them from flying chips.
The broken flints were spread on the road and
gradually ground in by the broad iron-tyred wheels of
farm wagons and carts. The first real attempt to
overcome the summer dust and winter mud was
between 1920 - 24 when tarmac was used on some
main village roads. A tar-barrel on wheels was pulled
along and the tar-sprayer, working with sacks tied
round his legs hand-pumped the tar. Bystanders
beware! Those sacks were necessary to prevent him
being spattered.
In 1861 Lee's Omnibus started from the White Horse
at 8.45 a.m. every Monday, Thursday and Saturday,
timed to meet the 10.42 a.m. train at Worthing for
Brighton, and would return when the Brighton train



came in at 5.20 p.m. by which time the horses would
have rested. Carriages could also be privately hired
from the job-master at the White Horse, which was an
important point for travellers for a great many years.
There were "lock-up coach houses and horses" for
hire there and in our own time Stocker's Garage
which occupied Challen's old premises in the Square,
hired out lock-up garages in the White Horse Yard
before it was developed for housing.

There is some doubt as to who owned the very first
motor car in Storrington. The Priory claims to be the
first to have a car, and there is a photo of a 1908
Humber with the uniformed chauffeur standing
proudly beside it; one of the first was owned by Mr
George Trotter who lived at The Abbey. Garages
began to replace the blacksmith, harness-maker and
saddler and other old trades necessary to horse
transport, beginning with Mrs Peterson's Southdown
Garage in the Amberley Road (now re-erected in the
Amberley Working Museum). The transition period is
beautifully illustrated in the photograph which
appeared on a past "Friend's" programme card, of
Challen's Saddler's and Harnessmaker's shop in the
Square which was by then also a Motor Dept. with an
early car and motorcycle outside. Meanwhile, the
carrier had also become mechanised and could cover
a much greater area. Peto, who had a carrier's
business in West Street delivered as far as Brighton
and Hove, Hardham, Lancing, Portslade, Worthing,
Fittleworth Shoreham and places in between. He also
extended his business in1935 by having a passenger
vehicle with windows, (looking remarkably like an
early minibus) which could be privately hired. The
harness-makers and saddlers were also obliged to
extend in order to stay in business, and Jesse Johnson
at the comer of High Street/School Hill sold
ironmongery items.

Pleasure outings were first undertaken by a coach-
and-four from Worthing on Fridays during the
summer, stopping at Arundel for lunch and tea in
Storrington. This was replaced by char-a-banc and
there are some lovely photos of various outings for
Sunday Schools and Greenfield's staff. Later still,
local coach companies provided this service,
extending today into holidays.
An early mode of transport for ordinary people
wascle. There is a record of Mr Vallance of Cobb

Court owing a penny-farthing and being a great
cyclist well into old age. He was unfortunate in riding
it into a pile of flints and coming a terrible cropper!
The Mant family owned a lovely dual "Starley
Sociable", a machine where 1\\"0 people sat side by
side between the huge wheels; bicycles featured in
sport and recreation of all kinds, from a class for
decorated cycles in the annual flower show, to bicycle
treasure hunts, and of course, it really emancipated
the ladies of the village, who could travel easily
where and when they wished. Mr Peto of the carrier's
family rode competitively and won trophies. One
village tea-shop proudly displayed the "CTC" sign
(Cyclists' Touring Club) to encourage extra custom.
That sign is now in the museum, having been dug up
from the garden.

The No.1 Bus Service
As early as 1904 The Sussex Motor Road Car
Company was formed which ran a cross-country
service starting at Worthing, through Washington and
Storrington to Pulborough, It started with two
Clarkson steam buses with solid rubber tyres which
could travel at 10 m.p.h. Two daily services were
started which cost passengers from Pulborough to
Mare Hill 2d, Cootham 6d, Storrington 9d,
Washington 1/- [5p], Findon 1/6d, Worthing 1/10d.
This was the fare we still paid when we first came to
Storrington in 1953! However, the hard water in this
area was not good for the boilers, and the buses were
soon sold to a Welsh firm. A Milnes Daimler single-
decker replaced the steam buses and the company
extended the fleet with four more. With the start of
WWI the company amalgamated with others, later
forming the Southdown Motor Services. The main
stops and connections on the route were the pubs, the
Gun at Findon, The Frankland Arms at Washington
and of course, the White Horse at Storrington. Buses
were still stopping in The Square in 1954. The early
drivers, it is said, made real "comfort stops" at these
hostelries, taking in a refreshing pint and driving as
fast as possible between them to keep to time. As the
drivers were sitting out in the open with nothing but a
tarpaulin to cover their legs in bad weather, one can
hardly blame them.

By 1955 a new bus station had been built behind the
Colonnade (where Old Mill Square is) with a nice
brick-built waiting room and toilets standing on an



island where the buses could turn. The new village
plan of 1964 was the subject of a stormy public
meeting. It proposed to sweep away the bus shelter
and car park and the field which rose uphill as far as
Fryern Road. Protest or not, this became The Old Mill
Square, Stor Meadow and Hawthorn Way. The
historic No. 1 bus service became No 201 with a
curtailment of the hourly service to Worthing and
others.
It was about this time that a new idea took root - a
voluntary service which was a cross between the old
carriers and private coach companies - the village
minibus, which enabled those with no transport to get

out for shopping and social trips. It began with four
drivers and four escorts using the Pulborough
minibus. Today, this fine service, still run by
volunteers and supported by parish councils and
lottery grants, has three Storrington minibuses with
other villages also having their own.
Returning to the traffic noise of today, it is a mere
50 years since we lived in the flat above Ham &
Knight, and when the shops closed on a summer
evening, the noisiest thing in the High Street was the
swallows swooping after insects.

On a recent visit to the British Library I had to examine some old books on Worthing. Several references to
"our" area caught my eye and I thought I would share these with you.

"An eminent site more elevated than that of Cissbury, though forming part of the same range of the Downs
which run east and west throughout the country [sic]. On its apex, or top, is a large clump of trees, in the centre
of which stands a beacon ! My curiosity was excited - but judge how I felt when I beheld something in the
form of a sugar loaf, or rather resembling an ill-built rick of hay, leaning different ways, and marked only by
its deformity. Its extremity was thatched to keep off the rain, and the interior is stored [sic] with combustible
materials. A few soldiers live in the hut close to it whose province it is, with glasses, to keep a watch over the
approach of the enemy, and in case of actual danger to fire the beacon; this giving the earliest alarm and
affording time to ward off the horrors of an invasion."

The writer goes on to describe the antiquity of the concept of beacons, which are mentioned twice in the Bible
[Isiaih 30.17 and Jeremiah 6.1]. The idea was introduced to this country by the Saxons in the 5th century. He
also describes the views from the hill, the finding of Roman coins of the reigns of Claudius and Nero Caesar,
and the preponderance of Wheatears [which he describes as "the Engish ortolans"] and how these birds were
traditionally trapped by local shepherds. Are these birds still found locally or were they wiped out by this
practice? [John Evans "Picture of Worthing", 1805]
In the same session I also examined another "Picture of Worthing" [published by Mackcoull, 1828]. This book
describes Horsham as "the most considerable town in Sussex with respect to trade", holding six annual fairs, a
market every Saturday and a market for cattle every first Saturday in the month. The writer claims that it was
named for Horsa, brother to Hengist, the great Saxon chief [although I have also seen it claimed that it was
merely "Horse-ham" because ofthe number of horses traded in the locality]. It was formerly a lordship of the
Howard family but they forfeited it when John, Duke of Norfolk in the reign of Henry VII, was attainted. It
then passed to Thomas West, Lord Delawar
The same book describes [now lost] Sandgate [House] as "a beautiful cottage, property of Lt. Co!' Evelyn
Anderson" and depicts the approach to Storrington "Between Sullington and Storrington pass a wild, barren
heath on the right; an earthen vessel a few years since found in the hills, containing bones of a decayed state,
supposed to be Roman". There is also a reference to "two modem houses, property of Co!' Bishop [of
Parham], much admired for having a beautiful terraced walk, shaded by lofty trees and flowers, which gives



beauty to the entrance to the ancient town of Storrington, where formerly a market was held; two fairs annually
on 13th May and 13th November" .... "on the left near the Church a cottage ornamented in Gothic style,
residence of George Dixon Esq, the interior fitted with much taste and elegance by its charitable owner; on the
back of the cottage is a beautiful large meadow from which the gardens and plantation are enclosed by a rural
fence, which gives the situation a grotesque appearance" ... "the Church is a modem built edifice, having
nothing in particular in Gothic appearance as the old fabric was burnt down a few years ago by
lightening" ... "at the bottom of West Street, Storrington, there is a good house, property of - Mant Esq, having
excellent views of the Downs for a great distance"

The two "cottages" of Col. Bishop I assume to be Byne House and Cottage, the "cottage" of George Dixon is
presumably the "Abbey" in an earlier incarnation. The Mant property, was, apparently, The Dawes [where the
Post Office now stands], although I would have thought its view of the Downs was hindered, even in 1828.
Mulberry House would have looked a better bet, but I have checked the records and this was not aMant
property. Strange to think of the Church as "modem" !

It is a great pity that these, and other, early books are not more widely accessible, as it is fascinating to see
familiar places through the eyes of people living almost two centuries ago. Worthing was just a few streets,
generally occupied only for a few months of the year by visiting "persons of fashion" [though in reality these
would have gone to Brighton, leaving Worthing, Bognor and Little Hampton to those who only pretended to
gentility] It is also interesting that owners of properties are named, often with descriptions of their characters,
in a way that seems very "modem", compared with the characteristic omission of names from newspaper
reports of the early 19th century.

FRIENDS' NEWS
The draft Summer Programme of the

FoS&DM is:-
"1905 Horticultural & Handicraft Show"

Correspondence with the Friends may be made via the
address below:-April 11, Monday:-

A.G.M. at The Old School rooms at 7.30 p.m.

May 9,Monday:-

A walk around Henfield with Alan Barforth Forthcoming exhibitions at the museum will
include :-

AprillMay:- People's Collections

June/July:- 100years of horticulture in Storrington.

June 26, Sunday:-

11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
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